
From: Fernando Pedrosa <Fernando.Pedrosa@cern.ch>
Subject: Re: Reseau incendie au point 2

Date: October 27, 2011 11:41:12 AM GMT+02:00
To: Marc Tavlet <Marc.Tavlet@cern.ch>, John Pedersen <John.Pedersen@cern.ch>, David Peyron 

<David.Peyron@cern.ch>, Niels Van Veen <Niels.van.Veen@cern.ch>, Dominique Piednoir 
<Dominique.Piednoir@cern.ch>, Serge Deleval <Serge.Deleval@cern.ch>, Michele Battistin 
<Michele.Battistin@cern.ch>, Sebastien Roussee <Sebastien.Roussee@cern.ch>, Enrico Cennini 
<Enrico.Cennini@cern.ch>, Fabio Corsanego <Fabio.Corsanego@cern.ch>, Katy Foraz 
<Katy.Foraz@cern.ch>, Arturo Tauro <Arturo.Tauro@cern.ch>, Werner Riegler <Werner.Riegler@cern.ch>, 
Andre Augustinus <Andre.Augustinus@cern.ch>, Christopher Griggs <Christopher.Griggs@cern.ch>, Mickael 
Bertrand Lonjon <Mickael.Lonjon@cern.ch>, Emmanuel Paulat <Emmanuel.Paulat@cern.ch>, Olga 
Beltramello <Olga.Beltramello@cern.ch>, Sergey Malyukov <Sergey.Malyukov@cern.ch>

Dear colleagues,

I managed to have the meeting room at point 2, so please note that the meeting point is different from the first email.

NEW MEETING POINT: POINT 2 - 3294 - R - 008.

Thanks.

See you tomorrow.

Cheers,

Fernando

On Oct 20, 2011, at 5:37 PM, Fernando Pedrosa wrote:

Dear Colleagues,

As some of you already know we had a very small leak (A drop every half minute) on the red fire brigade pipe 
underground in UX25. This very small leak was rapidly and temporarily fixed by EN-CV.

The Xmas2011 ShutDown is approaching, so we would like to organize a final repair of this pipe, and profit this opportunity 
to see if it is possible to test the dry column possibilities. In order to have a fast decision I would like to suggest a meeting 
in order to have everyone around the same table.

The aim of this meeting would be:
 - Present the possible repair scenarios;
 - Identify possible problem among the different systems for ALICE, but as well to the LHC and Point 2 surface 
buildings;
 - Identify the possible compensatory measures to put in place during the intervention with the existing means;
 - Find out with the different planning responsible the best moment to do it;
 - Analyze the possibility of doing a dry column test just after the repair operation.

Proposed location, date and time for the meeting:
 - Point 2 (104-R-B09);
 - Friday 28th October 2011;
 - 9:00 AM.

If you can not attend this meeting, please send a representative.

Thank you very much in advance.

Cheers,

Fernando


